a building for (and with) a sound future... featuring prestressed concrete construction... the Tom Mayfield High School in Las Cruces, New Mexico. It was designed by architect G. Jerome Hartger, A.I.A., Las Cruces, and makes splendid use of prestressed concrete construction. The plans called for use of prestressed Double "T" floor and roof panels, prestressed concrete beams and precast "T" columns. The building covers 80,000 sq. ft., has 37 classrooms. General Contractors were Hesselden Construction Co. of Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Prestressed concrete construction is quick, economical and durable. Why not keep it in mind for your next building.

write or call Boyce Palmore about prestressed concrete by Atlas Structural Concrete Inc., 200 N. Glenwood, El Paso, Texas 79905 • Telephone 772-3248
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NEWS

A New Santa Fe Architectural Office

Albert S. Merker, A.I.A. has announced the opening of an office for the general practice of architecture in Santa Fe. Mr. Merker has been associated with such firms as Holien and Buckley, and Phillip Register during the past few years. The new office, Albert S. Merker, Architect, is located at 1109 San Felipe, Santa Fe.

And A New Albuquerque Architectural Office


T O:

Albuquerque Chapter Members Only

All members of Albuquerque Chapter, A.I.A., are asked to participate in the forthcoming program of awards for "design excellence." For this first time, at least, all building types are eligible, and the building may have been completed in any year. An entry fee of five dollars has been established. The winners will be announced in December and the awards presented to the architect, the contractor, and the owner at that time.

For additional information, please address J. Hill, A.I.A., Albuquerque.

Sponsor: The Albuquerque Chapter,
American Institute of Architects.

BEFORE YOU BUILD OR REMODEL...

Get the facts about

Armstrong SIDING

LABOR SAVING EXTERIOR FINISH GOES UP FAST, REDUCES WASTE

Made from tough wood fiber bonded with thermoplastic resin, Armstrong siding offers many advantages. It saws and nails easily ... it resists buckling, bowing and splitting. There's no grain, no knots, and practically no waste. Two factory-applied prime paint coats save time and money.

3 DESIGNS

8, 10 and 12 inch horizontal lap siding in 16' lengths; vertical grooved and vertical plain panels in 4 x 8' sheets. All 1/2" thick. All sizes always in stock.

gibson LUMBER

4100 FOURTH STREET, N.W.
344-3434
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BUILDERS’ SPECIALTY SERVICE, INC.

a firm representing manufacturers of fine, engineered building products

dedicated and geared to serving

• THE ARCHITECT
• THE CONTRACTOR

We can be of service to you
THIS IS THE SERVICE

from Builders' Specialty Service, Inc.

TO THE ARCHITECT

RELIABLE INFORMATION ON SPECIFICATIONS, DETAILS, PRICES, DELIVERY

ETHICAL PRACTICES . . . TO SUPPORT COMPETITIVE BIDDING PROCEDURES

CONSCIENTIOUS INTEREST . . . IN FURNISHING MATERIALS AS REQUIRED

QUALITY PRODUCTS FOR TRUE ECONOMY AND OWNER SATISFACTION

TO THE CONTRACTOR

ITEMIZED QUOTATIONS . . . . TO ASSIST YOU IN PREPARING YOUR BIDS

COMPETITIVE PRICES . . . . TO ASSIST YOU IN OBTAINING AWARDS

ACCURATE SUBMITTALS . . . . TO ASSIST YOU IN SECURING FAST APPROVALS

EXPEDITED DELIVERIES . . . . TO ASSIST YOU IN MEETING SCHEDULES
WALTER S. JONES,
SECRETARY-TREASURER
Experienced in contract­
ing and building, Walter
joined Builders' Specialty
Service, Inc., in 1958. In
addition to his duties as an
officer, he handles all orders
pertaining to chalk boards,
skydomes, tack boards,
toilet compartments and
ornamental metal.

MALCOLM W. JENKINS
With a background
ranging from accounting to
construction, Malcolm
joined B.S.S. in 1956. He
now serves as Account
Executive for the following
items: hollow metal, win­
dows, rolling doors, special
doors, sound proofing and
x-ray protection.

BERNARD A. DURAN started training as an estimator with Builders' Specialty Service, Inc., in 1957 and now heads the Estimating Department. He is responsible for all work within this department as well as for preparing bids and supervising their distribution.

STEVEN J. DURAN joined the firm in 1962 as an estimator, putting to use the pre-engineering courses he took while serving with the armed forces in Korea, and later supple­menting these with night school courses.

THEODORE J. ASPLUND... After many years of interest in and work related to the construction industry, Ted came into the firm in 1963 to complete the Estimating Department.

FLOYD E. VIGIL joined B.S.S. in early 1964 to fill a vital need in the Order Processing Department where he assists Walter Jones and Malcolm Jenkins.

[NOT PICTURED] DR. KARL F. MAST... Vice-President, Director and Special Consultant, has been associated with Builders' Specialty Service, Inc., since 1956.

M. R. (JIM) ADLER, PRESIDENT...
A Registered Professional Engineer with a B.S. in Civil Engineering and 25 years experience in engineering and construction. Served with the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers in military and civilian capacities, was a member of the University of Nebraska College of Engineering faculty, field engineer for the Portland Cement Association, and held positions with private consulting, architectural, mining and manufacturing firms. Founded Builders' Specialty Service, Inc., late in 1950 with the stated purpose of obtaining information for the architect and delivery for the contractor.

THIS IS THE ORGANIZATION that makes the service possible...
These are some of the products:

- basketball backstops
- chalk and tack boards and accessories
- cubicle track and curtains
- detention screens
- display cases
- flagpoles and accessories
- hospital cubicles
- letter boxes
- metal letters and plaques
- metal lockers
- screen doors and enclosures
- skydome and accessories
- sliding glass doorwalls
- special purpose doors, hardware, operators and controls
- coat and hat racks
- counter doors
- directories
- folding gym seats
- hollow metal doors and frames
- louvres
- mail chutes and boxes
- porcelain steel and aluminum panels
- rolling steel and aluminum doors and shutters
- sound doors
- fire doors
- stair nosings
- conveyor systems

These are some of the projects:

- Cartwright Elementary School, Phoenix, Arizona
- Composite Medical Facilities, Jacksonville, Arkansas
- Visitor Center, Twenty-Nine Palms, California
- U. S. Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, Colorado
- Agriculture Research Lab, Twin Falls, Idaho
- Limits Bus Station, Bloomfield, Iowa
- Telephone Building, Chicago, Illinois
- Parolee Barracks, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas
- Flight Training Facilities, England AFB, Louisiana
- Glyndon Public School, Glyndon, Minnesota
- Guard Houses and Reception Buildings, Mississippi Test Facility, Mississippi
- State Capitol Buildings, Helena, Montana
- Missile Facilities, Whitman AFB, Missouri
- University of Nebraska Residence Halls, Lincoln, Nebraska
- Dormitories, Nevada Test Site, Mercury, Nevada
- Federal and State Office Buildings, Santa Fe and Albuquerque, New Mexico
- Missile Sites, Plattsburgh AFB, New York
- Grade and High School Additions, Sharon, North Dakota
- Public Use Facilities, Eufala Reservoir, Oklahoma
- Office Buildings, International Airport, Portland, Oregon
- Community Memorial Hospital, Murdo, South Dakota
- Neiman-Marcus Department Store, Dallas, Texas
- Logan Senior High School, Logan, Utah
- City-County Airport, Walla Walla, Washington
- St. Patrick Parish Building, Onalaska, Wisconsin
- Utility Buildings, Grand Teton National Park, Wyoming

For more information on products or projects... or on a specific problem... write or phone
BUILDERS' SPECIALTY SERVICE, INC., 16 Radio Plaza, P. O. Box 2028, Santa Fe, New Mexico
505-983-3555 (242-1528, Albuquerque, N. M.)
WOULD YOU COOL AND HEAT...

The largest pavilion at the New York World's Fair? Or the world's busiest airport? Or New Mexico's tallest building? Or a 25-acre shopping center? Or a modern high school? Or your own home?

If you want the job done right ...do it with gas.

In homes, businesses, factories, schools — wherever there is a need for climate control — the demand for dependable gas is growing! Gas-fired equipment is produced today by more manufacturers than ever before. From small residential units to giant industrial systems, gas equipment is dependable, efficient, safe, compact, flexible — the most economical and longest-lasting of all heating and cooling systems.

It is gas which cools and heats ... the Ford pavilion and 28 other major pavilions at the New York World's Fair, New York International Airport, the Bank of New Mexico's skyscraper, Rushfair shopping center in El Paso, beautiful El Paso Technical High School, and many of the finest homes all across the country. Think about it.

SOUTHERN UNION GAS COMPANY

Bunting Book Is Awarded Southern Prize

A book published by the Museum of New Mexico Press has been awarded a prize by the Southern Books Competition.

Published in 1964, Taos Adobes by Bainbridge Bunting, is illustrated by Jean Lee Booth and William R. Sims Jr. It was designed by Joseph Haydock, head of the Museum's exhibitions department and published in cooperation with the Fort Burgwin Research Center of Taos.

The book describes the four major architectural periods in the area of Northern New Mexico. This area is unique in that it is probably the only part of the United States in which structures as old as 700 years are still standing.

The periods are Indian, Spanish, Territorial and later American. Photographs, plans and details of the more famous old houses in the area are included.

The 13th annual Southern Books competition produced 34 winning books from 23 presses. In all, 143 books were submitted by 29 publishers and printers.

The winning books will be exhibited in university and public libraries. A permanent archive of winning books in the competition is maintained at the University of Kentucky.

Bainbridge Bunting is the Co-Editor of New Mexico Architecture, and Professor of Fine Arts at the University of New Mexico. He is working hard again this summer in Cambridge, Massachusetts, as Director of the Cambridge Survey Staff which has just released the first of several comprehensive reports dealing with the architectural heritage of that particular city. The report entitled: SURVEY OF ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY IN CAMBRIDGE — EAST CAMBRIDGE, is a fine and most detailed survey. It is precisely the sort of research needed by the entire State of New Mexico.

The book, Taos Adobes, is an excellent start. Jean Lee Booth and William B. Sims are graduates of the University of New Mexico and former students of Dr. Bunting. Miss Booth is now Mrs. William R. Sims.

A sketch from "Taos Adobes"
A DIVISION OF
NEW MEXICO SCHOOL AND
OFFICE SUPPLY COMPANY

Distributor of
Herman Miller Furniture
Visit our display rooms

ACTION OFFICE
If you’re a stand-up worker, come in and see Action Office. If you’re a sit-down worker, come in and see Action Office. If you like to straddle or perch while you work, come in and see Action Office. You see, we make Action Office just for you.

Researched and developed by Robert Probst, Director of Herman Miller’s Research Division. Design by George Nelson.

A new world to work in

Display at
509 Second St. N.W.
Albuquerque, N. M.
(505) 247-0263

Serving Southwestern New Mexico and El Paso with
Quality Concrete Masonry Products
and many allied building materials

Hollow Metal Doors and Frames
Commercial Hardware
Residential and Commercial Steel and Aluminum Windows

Wood and Plastic Folding Doors
Reinforcing and Fabricated Steel

Builders Block & Stone Co., Inc.    Builders Block & Supply Co., Inc.
P. O. Box 1633    P. O. Drawer FF
Roswell    Las Cruces
622-1321    524-3633

El Paso
532-9695

Members of New Mexico Concrete Masonry Assn. and National Concrete Masonry Assn.
Mr. Architect . . .
let us show you why a large percent of
Building owners in New Mexico rely upon
us for dependable Vertical Transportation.

BATAAN MEMORIAL METHODIST HOSPITAL
Albuquerque, New Mexico
THREE—Geared Passenger Elevators
ONE—Dumbwaiter

Hunter-Hayes Elevator Co.
106 Buena Vista Dr. S.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
Please have Representative Call:
Send data on General Equipment:
Name:
Address:

Specify Hydronics . . . The science of heating and cooling with liquids —
Your building and your clients deserve Hydronics. It allows freedom of design
and is easily installed in any construction material. Client satisfaction is delivered through comfort performance,
cleanliness, built in mechanical durability and long life. Economy comes from low owning, operating and construction cost.
NEW MEXICO PIPE TRADES INDUSTRY PROGRAM
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made it practical to design column-free floors
Sorey, Hill & Sorey, architect

The unique design of the 31-story Security Life Building in Denver would not have been practical without lightweight concrete. The building, constructed of Idealite, is completely column-free between the interior core and perimeter walls. Such a design enables the office space to be tailored to the needs of the tenants without the obstruction of interior permanent support columns and walls. If you are considering the construction of an office, warehouse, apartment, parking garage or other such structure, investigate the advantages of Idealite concrete. It's strong, yet light in weight; 30% less than normal concrete. It offers superior insulating and acoustical properties, as well as low moisture absorption and low shrinkage.
KEARNEY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Santa Fe, New Mexico

ARCHITECTS:
McHugh, Kidder, Plettenberg

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS:
Wood and DeLapp

MECHANICAL ENGINEER:
Claude Lyon

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER:
Carl R. Albach

GENERAL CONTRACTOR:
Bradbury and Stamm

Kearney Elementary School comes to grips with the problem of natural lighting, accepts the very real difficulties of glare and visual distractions, and solves them in a simple, yet handsome way. The building combines controlled natural lighting with controlled vistas so that children who are being trained to live in the world will not be shut off from it during school hours. The little poets and engineers of the future will be able to see racing clouds or to watch a dog worrying a beetle — and how can one become a good poet, engineer, or even architect without such opportunities?

School buildings have broken out of the glass box to be trapped in the closed box. Detached...
pavilions have added humanity together with increased cost and increased problems of discipline. The Kearney building recaptures the economy of the large structure while bringing a quality of delight and fun through the use of walks, and the moving light of the New Mexico sun.

Aside from the extremely simple plan arrangement, with walled gardens and courts, the principal design feature shows up best in the section drawing. About one-third of the way down the glass wall there is a through-wall sunshade which keeps the direct sun off the lower section of the glass. While the sun does shine through the upper section of the glass, the inside portion of the sunshade keeps it from the children’s desks. Further, the upper surfaces of this sunshade are highly reflective directing the light from the sky onto the sloping white ceiling for diffusion into the rooms. In the center of the building is a continuous skylight over the corridor area. Beneath this is suspended another reflective canopy serving the same function as the sunshades in that it reflects the light onto the inward slope of the ceiling to give a balanced and softly diffused light over the entire classroom area. At the ends of the rooms the level of these sunshades and canopies is continued as a small deck. This serves the two purposes of carrying lighting fixtures at an efficient height and of psychologically lowering the ceiling to give a more domestic scale to the rooms. Outside the glass walls are garden courts which serve both as outdoor classrooms and as vision stoppers. There are no walls between the classrooms and corridor; this function
The sky-lighted corridor.

Sketch of typical classroom.
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is performed by moveable storage furniture. Presently the acoustic plaster on the sloping ceiling is just a bit insufficient as a sound deadener between rooms, but it is expected that when the planned carpeting is installed this defect will no longer be a problem.

The structure is composed of free-standing pre-stressed concrete "Y" columns supporting a roof of "Rapidex." End walls are of concrete masonry as are all the walls of the administration wing and gymnasium. The gas-fired hot water heating system brings 55 degree air to each room where it is tempered by local exchangers controlled by individual thermostats to the desired temperature.

John W. McHugh, A.I.A.
It is a rare instance when an architect is able to remodel or add to a building which he designed originally, and perhaps it is a mixed blessing when it does occur. We were a bit apprehensive when we began work on the 1965 changes to the Santa Fe Opera Pavilion both because the original was well liked by the patrons and because we were reluctant to tamper with what seemed to be excellent acoustics. Those fine acoustics were of little use, however, when the rain forced the orchestra to leave the pit and go home. The hardier members of the audience used to sit through some remarkable rains, though, as long as the show went on.

I can still recall a memorable performance of "Cinderella" when the continuous heavy rain had reduced the audience to a handful of wet and happy souls and the orchestra to one piano which had to be moved onto the stage. The tenor stepped to the front and sang: "Where did he go — o — o?"
The growth of a creative and exciting musical enterprise can be seen in these illustrations. The productions presented in this theater have won the acclaim of opera critics the world over. The original theater was selected as one of the best examples of contemporary architecture in New Mexico, and was shown in the traveling exhibition: ARCHITECTURE IN NEW MEXICO, 1959.

All photographs of the expanded theater were taken by Harvey Caplin.
— and someone from the audience stood and shouted "He went that-a-way!". At the end of the show, the performers applauded the audience. For those few of us who were able to stick it out, it is fun to recall such evenings when we braved the elements for music to the extent that we had no dry matches with which to light our damp cigarettes, and our shoes were squishing with water as we made for El Nido Restaurant in an attempt to restore the inner man. But there is no doubt that the bloom was somewhat off the evening if our wives' new dresses and shoes were ruined, and it was provoking to say the least when the performance was cancelled because of rain. This conclusion was particularly inconvenient for patrons from Albuquerque or from out of the state.

Mr. John Crosby, director of the Santa Fe Opera Association, instructed us to design an all-weather theatre which would still be permanently open to the starry skies of New Mexico. We accomplished this task by extending the stage roof another twenty feet toward the audience to shelter the musicians. At the same time we moved the small reflecting pool three feet forward, increasing the pit size to permit a much larger orchestra. This change still left the audience in the wet. We then removed the old loggia structure completely and built the new two-story loggia. This new building accommodates about six hundred sheltered seats on two levels, and provides sheltered ramp standing space for those patrons whose seats are still in the open. Thus, with the stage, the orchestra, and more than one-half of the seats under roof — plus sheltered standing space for the remainder of the audience — the show can go on in spite of rain.

In order to gain visually and acoustically prime space for seating, while at the same time eliminating two sources of noise, the box office and toilet
facilities were relocated in a new building situated at the entrance to the main garden. The box office is at the garden level, and the rest rooms are at the level of a new lower patio which is reached from the main garden by a sort of escalier d'honneur. At this lower level is a temporary refreshment bar standing in a location where the new circular bar pavilion is planned hopefully to be built, in time for the 1966 season.

In addition to all these visible changes, there were many additions and remodelling in the backstage area to increase the ease and efficiency of these operations. The parking lot has been greatly enlarged, with most of the new space near the theatre.

The stage roof extension with its new lighting baffle is of cantilevered steel construction encased in redwood plywood for desired resonance. The loggia is of gluelam columns and beams, braced with a small exposed steel truss; and the decking is of five-inch double T & G yellow pine. The roof deck is of similair material in three-inch thickness. For resonance this building is lined with 5/8" mahogany plywood, and it is surfaced on the outside with stucco in a warm earth colour. Aside from the curving shapes of the building itself, the only element of decoration is the rich panelling of the twelve sets of double doors made by Mr. Ernest Knee of Santa Fe. While the curving concrete stairways are really a part of the loggia, they are separate structures connected to the balcony only by their simple handrails.

The new box office building is of stud and stucco construction over a concrete basement, and it has been kept extremely simple in design so as to complement but not compete with the theatre itself.

Throughout all stages of design and building, the overriding aesthetic consideration has been to avoid a carnival atmosphere and to keep a feeling of quiet dignity and serenity, fitting to a temple of music.

John W. McHugh
We invite you to consider us as your concrete headquarters . . . . Albuquerque's Quality Concrete.

Albuquerque Gravel Products Company
Albuquerque, New Mexico
600 John St., SE Phone CH 2-5265

WE CUT
ZONOLITE® DYFOAM®
TO YOUR EXACT NEEDS

You don't pay for waste with Zonolite Dyfoam expanded polystyrene insulation. It's cut to your exact specifications. We can score it to any size. Ship-lap or tongue-in-groove the edges for better joints. Or laminate it to foil, Kraft or other materials to fit your needs. Rigid, lightweight Dyfoam is available in regular or self-extinguishing formulations. Call your Zonolite representative for details.

ZONOLITE DIVISION
W. R. GRACE & CO.
135 S. L. S. LA SALLE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
Southwest Vermiculite Co.
5119 Edith Blvd N.W. Albuquerque, N. M.
345-1633

OUR 28TH YEAR CLIMATE DESIGNING
PAINT FOR THE SOUTHWEST

HANLEY'S and the
COLOR ASSOCIATES

IN ARCHITECTURAL
QUALITY PAINTS

SUNFOE
AMBASSADOR

HANLEY PAINT MFG. CO., INC.

MILLER METAL COMPANY
8 Alcazar S.E. Albuquerque, N. M. 87108
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HANLEY PAINT MFG. CO., INC.

MILLER METAL COMPANY
8 Alcazar S.E. Albuquerque, N. M. 87108

Readily available for your information and/or use are complete specifications along with Technical data for the Heating and Air Conditioning requirements of your project.

Just call 268-3351 for Ed Miller at Miller Metal Company or the territory manager for LENNOX, Bob Vetterman at 265-0417 for an appointment.

MILLER METAL COMPANY
118 Alcazar S.E. Albuquerque, N. M. 87108

MILLER METAL COMPANY
118 Alcazar S.E. Albuquerque, N. M. 87108
NOW IN PRODUCTION! AMERICA'S FINEST HURRICANE TESTED ALUMINUM WINDOW "ENGINEERED TO ELIMINATE BLOWING SAND AND DUST

PASO VUE SERIES 900 DOUBLE HUNG WINDOWS & WINDOW WALLS

Laboratory Tested. In the Official Architectural Aluminum Manufacturers Association Conformance test report Paso-Vue Windows were proven to allow only .11 cubic feet of air infiltration per minute per foot of crack at winds of 25 MPH against the average window of .64 cubic feet of air infiltration per foot of crack!

NEW MEXICO REPRESENTATIVE: MODERN MATERIALS INC. MR. AL GREEN - 910 BROADWAY N.E. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO PHONE 243-2227 OR PASO-VUE WINDOW CO. P.O. BOX 795 EL PASO, TEXAS.

Install Automatic Beauty on existing doors
Specify Automatic Beauty on new doors

FORMICA . . . the new romance in laminated plastics.

Sink tops, cabinet tops, counters, bars, display areas . . . these are but a few of the many uses you have with Formica Formica will not crack or craze, is unharmed by alcohol, fruit acids, boiling water or temperatures up to 275 degrees. Nineteen exciting new colors to choose from. Use this attractive, durable plastic laminate for all of your home building needs

Distributed by

NORTON® AUTOMATIC TRANSOM MOUNTED DOOR OPERATORS

NEW MEXICO MARBLE & TILE CO.
Contract Builders Hardware Distributors
414 Second St., S.W.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
P. O. Box 834 Phone: 243-5541

FORMICA
Laminated Plastic

WITH NORTON® AUTOMATIC TRANSOM MOUNTED DOOR OPERATORS
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Visit with our Communications Consultant

Call him at the blueprint stage to be sure communications in the building you're designing keep pace with growth.

His experience with every phase of modern communications can help you save costly construction errors, omissions and delays.

His advance knowledge can help you plan newly designed equipment and services.

Just call our Business Office and ask for a Communications Consultant to call you.

No obligation, of course.

Mountain States Telephone
Serving You

THERE'S NO BETTER MATERIAL FOR A BEAUTIFUL BUILDING

PRE-STRESSED CONCRETE DOUBLE TEES
(AND OUR GREAT, GREAT GRANDCHILDREN WILL STILL ENJOY ITS BEAUTY)

HYDRO CONDUIT CORPORATION
2800 SECOND ST., SW • ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
We publish two similar views of the efforts put forth by the State of New Mexico at the about-to-close New York World’s Fair. The Editors of NEW MEXICO ARCHITECTURE have seen the Pavilion, and cannot but agree with the following comments. These are printed here in the hope that future fairs will see our state better represented. The architectural profession volunteered its advice and talents at the very inception of the idea of a state exhibit for the New York Fair, but to no avail. With the vast storehouse of material available in our museums, with the majesty of our land-

scape, and with the richness of our architectural heritage, a truly exciting exhibit would never be difficult to design.

The New Mexico Society of Architects, A.I.A., and the New Mexico Chapter, American Institute of Interior Designers, stand ready again to offer their advice and counsel in any future such exhibitions. It is the firm desire of both the design professions that the debacle that was the 1964-65 New Mexico Pavilion will not again shame our state.

The Editors

1. Howard Bryan reported his opinions in an article in the Albuquerque Tribune of August 3, 1965. His article dealt with New York City as well as the New Mexico Pavilion. His comments about the Pavilion are an excerpt from the article but are quoted here in their entirety.

The New Mexico Pavilion at the World’s Fair was a disappointment, and I can’t imagine what there is about it that would attract anybody to the Land of Enchantment.

It consists of a barn-like Mexican restaurant and a cluster of small adobe-like buildings, filled with photographs, charts, a few Chimayo blankets and a lot of cheap souvenirs. It looked like a ghost town, visitors were so few.

Entering the door of one building, you encounter a large wall display which patiently explains the difference between genuine Indian handmade jewelry and the cheap imitation jewelry, with samples of each.

Nearby is a counter where Indian jewelry is sold – practically all of it imitation.

Maybe it is just as well. If we attracted too many people here, we might wind up as crowded as New York.

2. Miss Vivian N. Milford prepared the following critique of the New Mexico Pavilion at the request of the NMA editors. Miss Milford is an art historian and educator, and is currently associated with the Brooklyn Museum. She has spent much time in New Mexico as a tourist, as a student and as a teacher; she is a former teaching assistant to Bainbridge Bunting at the University of New Mexico. This statement was prepared late in the 1964 Fair season. Some small exhibit changes were made prior to the opening of the 1965 season, but these were few and minor; the overall design and impression remained the same.

For those who think of New Mexico as home, a bit of turquoise in silver, a viga or a yucca plant evokes the image of gold-brown expanses, brilliant skies, clear thin air and the easy give-and-take of unpretentious people. It is hard to imagine that those who have passed through the state, even briefly, will not have the same warm memories. But many of them do not. They have seen only its hostile aspect, both in geography, climate and commerce. They have come across Route 66 in the summertime.

Away from the mountains and the river valley, when the temperatures are high, there is no relief from the sun, and the wind blows the dust. The traveller then may easily miss the beauty of the Southwest. When, worse still, he has been caught in a speed trap in Guadalupe County, has braved the traffic on Central Avenue in Albuquerque and then been sold water and shown rattlesnakes at a ‘highway adobe’ between Albuquerque and the Rio Puer-
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co, he can easily develop a permanently hostile impression of New Mexico. It is this type of impression which is being reinforced by the companies that hold the concessions for the New Mexico exhibit at the New York Fair.

The buildings themselves, in the best 'highway' tradition, are innocuous and uninspired. A routine use of vigas and exterior paint which simulates the pink-tan of clay, is vaguely reminiscent of the best that adobe has to offer, but none of the best is there. The drab interiors give no hint of white-washed walls, beehive fireplaces, aged vigas, blooded or tiled floors and deep sills. The round, kiva-inspired concrete platform around which the buildings cluster, offers a note of hope, for it is obviously meant for ceremonial dances. But it remains nothing but a useless eyesore, because the dances are held inside the restaurant where 25c can be collected from each viewer. Those outside must content themselves with the life-size plastic Indian, mare and foal which adorn the front of the trading post.

The landscaping around the building includes yucca plants in a pebble terrain and a spanking new split-rail fence in the true 'Western' tradition. Hanging from the exterior protrusions of the vigas are some strings of dried chile, which are as always nice to look at. However, they have been skimpy used - as much else in the exhibit - too few and too late.

While the exterior of the exhibit is drab and commercial, the displays inside, with few exceptions, are cheap and downright offensive. The life, the crafts and traditions of the pueblos are not represented. The Spanish heritage, as in Christos and mission-church altars, is not in evidence anywhere. The State Museum, which has been allotted a small amount of space in one of the buildings, does show a large photograph of the portal of the Governor's Palace, but not much else. Given the space and the proper setting, the State Museum's rich collections could have provided an impressive exhibit.

There are three small exhibit buildings, one of which does include good installations by the White Sands Missile Range and the New Mexico Craftsmen. However, these are crowded into so small a space that it is difficult for interested viewers to circulate. In the other two buildings the outstanding features are a low caliber display by the Chamber of Commerce of Tucumcari (the only city represented) and a series of unbelievably gross murals which are supposed to show the grandeur of New Mexico's resources and industries. With the total of these attractions, as might be expected, the buildings are often empty.

The remaining edifices in the complex are occupied by the Longbranch Saloon and Hitching Post Restaurant, and the Running Indian Trading Post. The restaurant can be characterized by its littered floors and unwiped tables. Its barn-like expanse is graced by a wall-hanging which is a huge and unlikely woven blanket whose tag testifies to a prize won at some Gallup Ceremonial. An award for sheer size, no doubt. Although one is far from New Mexico and yearning for good tacos and enchiladas, the smells and sights of that cafeteria did not tempt him to satisfy a chili hunger.

The trading post is equally untempting. It is well stocked with glaringly painted Tesuque ware and factory-made jewelry. There are some fine San Ildefonso and Santa Clara pots, as well as good silver work and Navajo blankets, but these items are highly overpriced and hard to see. The manufactured knick-knacks are everywhere, and in blaring quantities. The Indian crafts are piled in corners or behind other things and out of reach. When a salesman was questioned about this display arrangement, he replied that he had at first tried to feature the better work but that people seemed to prefer the cheap, flashy items. This situation is not surprising, considering the type of customer undoubtedly attracted by the tone and appearance of the rest of the exhibit. Certainly, many of the international pavilions, designed by their respective countries' finest architects, have shops where only tasteful examples of native handcrafts are sold, and often even at high prices. Many of these shops are having trouble getting stock through customs fast enough to fill demands. The Running Indian Trading Post does not have such customers or such problems.

Vivian Milford
AN APARTMENT COMPLEX FOR ESPANOLA, N. M.
RICHARD HALFORD, A.I.A., ARCHITECT

Plans are under way for the construction of a semi-luxury apartment complex in Espanola. The complex will be built in three stages and will ultimately contain thirty apartment units.

The apartment structures will be grouped around a communal, landscaped courtyard. Each individual apartment will open onto a private, fully-enclosed patio.

A swimming pool will be located between building groups and will, therefore, be readily accessible to all apartments. The complex has been designed to provide studio units featuring a living room-bedroom combination with kitchenette, and one, two, and three bedroom apartments.
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Architecture and the Great Society

President Lyndon Johnson's dream of achieving "The Great Society" forms the basis for the forthcoming Western Mountain Region, A.I.A. Conference, which will convene in Phoenix this fall. Clare Booth Luce, an outspoken critic of President Johnson and ardent supporter of Arizona's own Barry Goldwater, is to be a principal speaker. George F. Kassabaum, ALA of St. Louis, Mo., and Charles A. Blessing, FAIA, of Detroit, Mich., will also participate in the discussions. Perhaps some interesting and divergent view of how to achieve "The Great Society" will be expressed.

A subject of considerable regional significance will undoubtedly be discussed during the business sessions at the Phoenix Conference. Should the Western Mountain Region AIA undertake the publication of a regional magazine? The directors of the region have authorized the publication of a "prototype" issue of Mountain States Architecture under the editorship of Phil Stitt. This "prototype" issue has been authorized to announce and to publicize this Fourteenth Annual Regional Conference. We understand that a post-conference summary issue of Mountain States Architecture will also be published under the sponsorship of the region.

Mr. Stitt is the editor of the Arizona Architect which has been recognized as one of the outstanding publications of its kind. With this past experience, we can expect that the two forthcoming trial issues of Mountain States Architecture will be of editorial and graphic excellence. Certainly the region, which, we understand, has also authorized a financial subsidy to aid in the production of these two issues, can expect nothing less from Mr. Stitt.

The future life of the Mountain States Architecture will be discussed at the Phoenix Conference. The future life of the three existing publications, Arizona Architect, New Mexico Architecture, and Utah Architect will be materially affected by the decisions made by the members present at the conference.

Plan now to attend.

October 21, 22, 23, 1965
Mountain Shadows Resort Hotel
Phoenix, Arizona
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To help builders, engineers, and architects who face special problems in concrete technology, the Portland Cement Association maintains a staff of more than 375 field engineers. They work out of 38 district offices, serving the U.S. and Canada. Each is a specialist on the use of concrete. They are close at hand to any jobsite—available whenever you need technical information or guidance in any phase of concrete construction. Their own broad experience is backed by the PCA headquarters organization and the world's largest facilities for concrete research. Over 500 PCA publications and 100 films are available for study. The job of the PCA field engineer is service — and that service is available to every cement user, large and small. PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION, Suite 765—5301, Central N.E., Albuquerque, N.M. 87108

An organization to improve and extend the uses of portland cement and concrete
Q Block

A NATIONWIDE QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAM FOR THE CONCRETE MASONRY INDUSTRY

WHAT IS Q Block?
Q Block is a new concept in the concrete masonry industry. It represents the first national standard for concrete block established by the industry itself. All Q Block manufactured exceeds ASTM specification number C90-64T (Otto Lavaliere concrete masonry units conform to ASTM-C90-64T, Grade U-1, the most stringent grade specification.)

WHO CAN MAKE Q Block?
Q Block is manufactured solely by members of the National Concrete Masonry Association. And only members whose block meet Q Block specifications may associate their products with Q Block identification. We are a certified Q Block manufacturer.

HOW DO WE MAINTAIN Q Block?
Samples of our block are tested periodically by Albuquerque Testing Laboratory to insure that the block meets Q Block standards of quality.

WHO BENEFITS FROM Q Block?
Everyone. Q Block is a national standard for the entire block industry. It means the users of block can specify this versatile material with full assurance that it meets high specifications. Architects and builders now have in this building material beauty and versatility, a distinctive texture for handsome wall effects both inside and out. Complete fire-safety, sound absorption, self-insulation are other inherent qualities. Such significant qualities can only enhance the building industry as a whole.

HOW ARE YOU ASSURED OF Q Block QUALITY?
All Q Block manufacturers are authorized to present written certification that concrete masonry units of Q Block quality standards were supplied to each job where specified and when requested. Copies of the new ASTM specifications for all concrete masonry units are available on request.

* A NEW NATIONAL STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE
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Cast Stone and Pre-Cast Concrete • Masonry Wall Reinforcement
Inlai Exposed Aggregate Facing Panels • DESERT CANYON STONE